
ACDCA  VERSATILITY TITLES APPLICATION*

To apply for ACDCA QW, VQW, VQWX, VCh: Please return this completed form to:
ACDCA Performance Awards Chairperson 

Tish Webb 
3 Ashworth Drive, Auburn, MA 01501 

Email  Awards@acdca.org

To be eligible for an ACDCA Versatility Title, the dog must be recognized by the American Kennel Club as an Australian 
Cattle Dog and the owner or a co-owner must be a member in good standing of the Australian Cattle Dog Club of America, 
Inc® when requirements for a Versatility Title are met.

The ACDCA award year is from January 1st through December 31st. Please use one (1) form per dog/per title applied.
ACDCA Member’s Name(s) _________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dog’s Registered Name  _____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dog’s AKC Number  ____________________________________    DOB _______________________________

Please Circle Title you are applying for      QW         VQW         VQWX          VCh

List Titles Earned and Dates on the AKC Certificates that you received: 

AKC Venues and Titles Qualifying for ACDCA Versatility Titles 
 

Conformation (CH)     Obedience (CD or higher)   Herding (HT or higher)   Agility (NA/NAP/NAJ/NJP NF/NFP or higher) 
Tracking (TD or higher)   Rally (RA or higher – may not be used in combination with Obedience for QW or VQW)

Qualified Worker (QW) Awarded to a dog that earns a combination of two titles from two different venues from the above list. 
(see Rally restriction above) The QW title will appear after the dog’s registered name. 

Versatile Qualified Worker (VQW) Awarded to a dog that earns a combination of three titles from three different venues from the 
above list. (see Rally restriction above) The VQW title supersedes the QW title and will appear after the dog’s registered name. 

Versatile Qualified Worker Excellent (VQWX) Awarded to a dog that earns a combination of four titles from four different venues 
from the above list. At least one of the titles MUST be CDX, HI, OA, OAP, OAJ, OJP, OF, OFP, TDX, VST or RAE. The VQWX title 
supersedes the VQW title and will appear after the dog’s registered name. 

Versatility Champion (VCh) Awarded to a dog that earns a combination of four titles from four different venues from the above list. 
One of these titles MUST be an advanced level title of UD, HX, AX, AXJ, AXP, AJP, or CT. In addition, the four qualifying titles must 
include a herding title. This title supersedes the VQWX and will appear before the dog’s registered name.

*During the ACDCA 2020 Annual Meeting, Members approved the process of applying for ACDCA Versatility Titles.

Title Received
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________

Certificate Date 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________


